
COLOMBO: The dramatic recent fire on a contain-
er ship off Sri Lanka highlighted the risks involved
in the island nation’s ambitions to become one of
the world’s busiest maritime transport hubs.

The MV X-Press Pearl burned for 13 days,
releasing tons of chemicals and plastics. The sinking
ship’s nearly 300 tons of fuel oil may now leak into
the Indian Ocean.

How important is Sri Lanka? 
Thanks to its geographical location, around 200

container ships and oil tankers sail past every day
on the busy routes between Asia, the Middle East
and Europe. But Sri Lanka is also the biggest so-
called transhipment hub in South Asia, meaning that
some of the world’s biggest ships dock in Sri Lanka
to load and unload containers.

Colombo, four days by ship from Singapore and
four and a half to Dubai, is the only port between
those two places deep enough to handle ships with
more than 18,000 containers.

What are its plans? 
Colombo Port now hopes to double its annual

handling capacity of 7.2 million containers in four
years. “We are strategically located and we are
strategically important,” Sri Lanka Ports Authority
(SLPA) chairman Daya Ratnayake told AFP. “But, we
have a serious problem here, the problem is (lack
of) capacity.”

India is developing a deep-water port at
Vizhinjam on its southwest tip and is planning

another in the Nicobar Islands in the Bay of Bengal,
both of which may steal some of Colombo’s trade.

What do other countries think? 
Two-thirds of the transhipment cargo going

through Sri Lanka is goods going from or to India,
and New Delhi has traditionally seen Colombo as an
ally. However, since a big chunk of what passes
through the Indian Ocean is Chinese-made, Beijing
has also shown a keen interest in developing Sri
Lanka as a key link on its Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI). Since 2014, Colombo Port has been home to a
$500-million Chinese-run deep sea terminal. To
pacify New Delhi, Sri Lanka this year allowed India
to build another new terminal right next door.

“This is how we are balancing,” Ratnayake said.
“We as a country must take all this competition to
our advantage.”

What else is China doing? 
Sri Lanka has also built a second deep-sea port

at Hambantota on its southern tip, even closer to the
ships steaming between the Malacca Strait and the
Suez Canal. After Sri Lanka failed to service its
debts to build the port, Hambantota has since 2017
been leased to China, alarming Western countries
as well as India.

China wants Hambantota one day to resemble
Shanghai, and aims to develop it as a container port
able to service and refuel monster container ships
400 meters (1,300 feet) long. Currently the port
does a lucrative business as a transhipment center

for hundreds of thousands of cars every year made
in India and South Korea on their way elsewhere.

What about the environment? 
Plastic pellets that escaped the MV X-Press

Pearl have blanketed beaches on Sri Lanka. Fishing
in the area has been suspended, hitting the local

economy hard. Hemantha Withanage from the
Centre for Environmental Justice (CEJ) has peti-
tioned the Supreme Court to force the government
to get ready for more disasters as the ports get
busier. “We don’t have the equipment and the skills
to deal with another catastrophe like this,”
Withanage said. —AFP 
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US, EU slam 
Nigeria’s 
Twitter ban
ABUJA: The US and the European Union
voiced concern over Nigeria’s decision to
indefinitely ban Twitter after the US social
media giant deleted a tweet from the presi-
dent ’s  account  for  v iolat ing i ts  ru les .
International human rights groups have also
condemned the move, which followed pre-
vious attempts by the government of
Africa’s most populous country to regulate
social media.

Nigerian telecoms operators complied with
a government directive Friday to suspend
access to Twitter indefinitely. The diplomatic
missions of the EU, US, Britain, Canada and
Ireland issued a joint statement late Saturday
condemning the ban. “Banning systems of
expression is not the answer,” it said.

“Precisely the moment when Nigeria needs
to foster inclusive dialogue and expression of
opinions, as well as share vital information in
this time of the COVID-19 pandemic.”  “The
path to a more secure Nigeria lies in more, not
less, communication,” it added. More than 39
million Nigerians have a Twitter account,
according to NOI polls, a public opinion and
research organization based in Nigeria.

The platform has played an important role
in public discourse in the country, with hash-
tags #BringBackOurGirls after Boko Haram
kidnapped 276 schoolgirls in 2014, and
#EndSARS during anti-police brutality
protests last year. The government’s suspen-
sion came after Twitter on Wednesday deleted
a remark on President Muhammadu Buhari’s
account in which he referred to the country’s
civil war four decades ago in a warning about
recent unrest.

The 78-year-old president, a former gener-
al, referred to “those misbehaving” in recent
violence in the southeast, where officials
blame a proscribed separatist group IPOB for
attacks on police and election offices.

‘Misinformation’ 
“Those of us in the fields for 30 months,

who went through the war, will treat them in
the language they understand,” the president
had posted on Twitter.

The presidency denied late on Saturday
that the Twitter suspension was a response to
the removal of that post. “There has been a
litany of problems with the social media plat-
form in Nigeria, where misinformation and
fake news spread through it have had real
world violent consequences,” a presidency
spokesman Garba Shehu said in a statement. 

Shehu said the removal of Buhari’s tweet
was “disappointing” and said “major tech
companies must be alive to their responsibili-
ties.” Twitter said it was “deeply concerned by
the blocking of Twitter in Nigeria.” — AFP

Small Sri Lanka harbors 
big maritime ambitions

Colombo Port hopes to double its annual handling capacity

PARIS: France has opened a probe into the per-
sonal wealth of Riad Salameh, central bank chief in
crisis-hit Lebanon, sources said yesterday. Paris
financial prosecutors have opened a preliminary
probe into criminal association and money launder-
ing by Salameh, a source close to the investigation
and a judicial source said, following a similar move
by Switzerland.

Its findings could shed light onto the origins of
the 70-year-old former Merrill Lynch banker’s
wealth. In post since 1993 and once hailed by politi-
cal and business leaders, Salameh has been repeat-
edly accused by the government of caretaker Prime
Minister Hassan Diab of being responsible for the
collapse of the Lebanese pound. 

The Lebanese public suspect him and other high
officials of transferring money abroad during a 2019
uprising, when ordinary people were prevented
from doing so. Lebanon has since been hit by an
economic crisis which the World Bank says is one of
the worst anywhere since the 19th century.

Close to the powerful Hariri family, Salameh has
been under investigation for months in Switzerland
on suspicion of serious money laundering and
embezzlement from the Bank of Lebanon. He also

owns several properties in France and may have
transferred money via the country. One of the crimi-
nal complaints that prompted French prosecutors to
get involved came from Swiss foundation
Accountability Now, daily Le Monde reported.

Another was filed by anti-financial crime group
Sherpa and by the Collective of Victims of
Fraudulent and Criminal Practices in Lebanon, set
up by savers devastated by the post-2019 crisis.
The French move signals the start of “a universal
mega-investigation across Europe”, said William
Bourdon and Amelie Lefebvre, lawyers for Sherpa
and the savers’ collective.

“Enormous money laundering operations will be
examined, which ought to open every nook and
cranny of the mafia that has brought Lebanon to its
knees,” they hope. Their criminal complaint, seen by
AFP, accuses Salameh and people close to him-his
brother Raja, his son Nadi, a nephew and an aide at
the central bank-of fraudulently building a vast for-
tune in Europe.

The groups urge the judiciary to investigate
massive capital flight from Lebanon since the crisis
began, as well as property purchases out of all pro-
portion to the buyers’ income and the roles played
by financial intermediaries, tax havens and straw-
men. Based especially on reports by Lebanese web-
site Daraj.com and the Organized Crime and
Corruption Reporting Project, the plaintiffs believe
that Salameh’s worldwide total wealth amounts to
more than $2 billion.

He contests that figure, saying his holdings stem
from inheritances, his banking career and legitimate

investments since taking office in 1993.
The French prosecutors’ investigation is the lat-

est in a string of probes into “ill-gotten gains” of
foreign leaders-especially from Africa or the
Middle East. — AFP

COLOMBO: In this photograph taken on June 4, 2021 a container vessel is being offloaded at the East Terminal of the
Colombo port. —AFP

Swiss mired in 
poisonous row 
over pesticides
ZURICH: The idyllic image of peace-
ful Swiss Alpine pastures is being
shattered by upcoming votes on pes-
ticides which have sharply divided
opinion in rural Switzerland. The
Swiss will vote on June 13 on a pro-
posal which, if it passes, would make
Switzerland the first country in the
world to ban synthetic pesticides.

Proponents seek to ban pesticides
with non-naturally occurring chemi-
cals-and not only for agriculture but
also for public green spaces, private
gardens, and even for kil l ing the
weeds on railway tracks. The initia-
tive, entitled “For a Switzerland free
from synthetic pesticides”, would
also ban the import of foodstuffs
produced with synthetic pesticides,
so as not to put Swiss farmers at a
disadvantage.

A campaign marked by heated
debates boiled over in the western
Vaud region when arsonists torched a
trailer in a field displaying banners
calling for a “No” vote, infuriating
farmers. Meanwhile farmers in the
“Yes” campaign say they have been
the victims of insults, threats and
intimidation.

Slurry on the ballot 
Under Switzerland’s direct

democracy system, referendums and
popular votes occur every few
months at national, regional and local
levels. Any topic can be put to a
national vote as long as it gathers
100,000 signatures in the wealthy
nation of 8.6 million people.

Launched by a committee headed
up by a winegrower and a soil biology
professor from Neuchatel University,
the pesticides initiative gathered
121,307 signatures. A parallel vote on
a second initiative is also being held,
on an initiative entitled “For clean
drinking water and healthy food”.

Under the proposal, government
subsidies to farms would be limited
only to those that do not use pesti-
cides, and to those that do not use
antibiotics as a preventative measure,
but only to treat sick animals. To limit
the amount of slurry being used on
fields-and thereby potentially entering
the water system-it would also limit
subsidies to only farms that can feed
animals with the fodder they produce
themselves.

Supporters of the initiative, which
garnered 113,979 signatures, say tax-
payers’ money must not be used to
subsidize damage to public health and
the environment.

Agriculture groups split 
Large agricultural organizations,

including the Swiss Farmers’ Union

and the Association of Swiss
Vegetable Producers, have called for a
double “No” vote, deeming the meas-
ures too extreme.

“We feed you, we get punished,”
runs their slogan. Beekeepers want a
double “Yes” vote, while the Bio
Suisse group of organic producers
and gardeners-in a country where
organic farming accounts for 15 per-
cent of all farms-wants a “Yes” vote
on pesticides and a “No” vote on the
second initiative.

It says that despite the second ini-
tiative’s good intentions, the fodder
limits would make the work of organic
farmers all the harder, without resolv-

ing the issue of intensive farming-as
large farms could simply renounce
subsidies and keep big herds. The
Swiss government recommends a
double “No” vote, warning of the risks
to food supply that could see prices
soar, to the detriment of lower-income
households in a country where the
cost of living is already high.

“Agriculture must change, we
agree on that,” Francis Egger, deputy
director of the Swiss Farmers’ Union,
said. “There are two times 100,000
people who have signed, so there is a
clear message from consumers,” he
admitted, adding up the two separate
petitions. — AFP

France probes
Lebanese central
bank chief’s wealth

BEIRUT: In this file handout photo picture provided by
the Lebanese photo agency Dalati and Nohra shows
Lebanon’s Central Bank Chief Riad Salameh address-
ing the media after a meeting with the Lebanese presi-
dent at the Baabda presidential palace. — AFP

OLLON, Switzerland: This file photo taken in Ollon, western Switzerland shows an electoral
poster surrounded by cows reading in French: “Two times No to the extreme phytosanitary
initiatives”, ahead of a vote of two people’s initiatives trying to ban the use of pesticides for
the Swiss agriculture. -—FP


